MAXIMUM CLEAN. SIMPLE TO RUN.
Well rounded, ideal for multiple cleaning applications.

PROFESSIONAL | BD 50/50 C CLASSIC BP
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Professional cleaning, now made easier.
Designed to meet all of your scrubbing needs without breaking the bank. The economically focused BD 50/50 C Classic Bp provides you all
the cleaning power to take on large jobs easily. All controls have been simplified so any operator can quickly learn how to use this
machine to perfectly clean your floors. This reduces training time and increases consistency between operators. For maximum flexibility
we designed the brush and pad changeover to be quick and simple with an east-to-use integrated T-bar handle. Our standard Home Base
kit allows for easy transport of other commonly used items right on the machine reducing trips back to the janitors closet. Ask for a test
drive to see how the BD 50/50 C Classic Bp is the right choice for your cleaning needs.
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Easy to use
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Operator friendly



Three cleaning make perfect cleaning a breeze



Slim design allows for clear view of what is ahead



Rigid brush T-handle enables quick change from pad to brush



Home base kit allows for carrying of other essentials, resulting in less



Battery is easy to change

trips to the supply closet
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Simple to operate

Great value



Three cleaning modes for simplicity and ease of training



Packed with a lot of high quality, proven features at a great price



Color-coded controls make it clear what is for daily operation and what



Large tank allows means less trips back to the janitor's closet saving

is for maintenance
valuable time
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Technical specifications and order numbers.

BD 50/50 C CLASSIC BP
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Cleaning path

in

20
1

Brush quantity
Brush diameter

in

20

Squeegee width

in

34

Tank capacity (solution/recovery)
Operating noise level (standard/Eco!)
Total machine battery voltage
Down pressure

gal
dBA
V
lbs

Brush speed (min/max)

rpm

Weight with batteries

lbs

Dimensions (L x W x H)

in

Productivity (practical/theoretical)

ft2/hr

14/14
66/?
number
59/62
number
259
47 x 21 x 39
13,200/21,528

EQUIPMENT
Order No.

Description

9.841-369.0

BD 50/50 C Classic Bp, disc scrub deck, 24 V/105 Ah wet batteries, shelf charger

9.841-370.0

BD 50/50 C Classic Bp, disc scrub deck, 24 V/100 Ah AGM batteries, shelf charger

9.841-384.0

BD 50/50 C Classic Bp, pad driver, 24 V/105 Ah wet batteries, shelf charger

9.841-385.0

BD 50/50 C Classic Bp, pad driver, 24 V/100 Ah AGM batteries, shelf charger

ACCESSORIES
Order No.

Description



4.905-026.0

Red disc brush, medium grit for general cleaning needs



4.777-411.0

34-inch curved squeegee blade



4.905-027.0

Natural disc brush, soft natural fibers for cleaning and polishing



4.905-029.0

Black disc brush, for removing stubborn dirt and general cleaning on hard wearing surfaces



4.762-534.0

Pad driver, for cleaning with pads with quick-change coupling and center lock



6.369-079.0

Red pad, 5-pack, medium grit for cleaning all types of floors



6.369-078.0

Green pad, 5-pack, medium-hard grit for cleaning heavy soiled floors and for deep cleaning



6.369-077.0

Black pad, 5-pack, hard grit for polishing and refreshing hard wearing surfaces



6.369-468.0

Beige pad, 5-pack, soft grit for polishing floors



6.371-146.0

Natural beige pad, 5-pack, natural hair for polishing and removing scuff marks



4.777-401.0

34-inch straight squeegee blade



5.035-488.0

Home base adapter



6.980-077.0

Double hook



4.035-406.0

Home base box kit



6.980-078.0

Mop clip



6.980-080.0

Bottle hook



4.070-075.0

Universal hook

 Included  Optional
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